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Executive Summary
This document will assist in strategy development for the
design of packaging for Mindo Chocolate. It consists of
several sections each ending with opportunities presented in the section.
The first section is Competitive Environment. This is an
overview of the competition and their current packaging
and takes a look at industry trends.
Market segments is next and contains information about
demographics, focus group feedback and observations
presented by the data.
The materials and processes section reviews methodology, possible structures and materials, and concludes with
opportunities for improvements.
The final section is Solutions. After a brief overview, designs with descriptions of benefits are presented.
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Overview of Project
This project takes an in–depth look at sustainable packaging solutions for Mindo Chocolate Makers. Mindo has
strong ethical practices and supports sustainable principals but their current packaging does not represent the
company’s philosophies.
This report will review artisan chocolate making, explore
the competition and market, look at potential materials
and processes, explore the supply chain of those ideas
and finally outline a solution that encompasses all the
data collected.

Opportunity for
Improvement

Mindo’s current packaging consists of a paper foil wrapper and a printed paper band. They are simple to use
and cost effective but they are not environmentally considerate and do not uphold the sustainable and ethical
practices of the company.
The primary purpose of this project is to provide Mindo
with design solutions to create an affordable, sustainable
package that is environmentally friendly, upholds the
company’s ideals, and enhances the brand.
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Competitive Environment
About Mindo

Mindo Chocolate Makers is a bean to bar craft chocolate
maker located in Dexter, MI. The beans for their chocolate
come from Ecuador where they ferment and roast them. They
consider themselves “Direct Trade” and pay a fair price for
beans purchased directly from farmers who grow organic,
shade grown, heirloom varieties of cacao.
Mindo Chocolate is positioning itself as an artisan, bean to
bar, chocolate maker. This is a very specialized niche market
in which the competition are small chocolate makers whose
focus is the origin and flavor of the bean and the process itself.
They produce their product in small batches with limited commercial equipment. They perform all of the chocolate making
processes by hand, including the packaging.
Research for this report determined that these products are not
readily available in most gourmet markets. They are more likely
to be found in specialty stores and urban retail environments
such as coffee shops. The biggest markets for chocolate makers such as Mindo are large cities such as San Francisco and
New York.
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Competitive Environment
On the Shelf

Being a niche market, artisan chocolate is primarily available
in urban specialty and unique retail environments (coffee
houses, food retail spaces, speciality chocolate stores, farmers
markets, food co-ops). Mindo is currently distributed locally
within Michigan and a handful of national stores.
In this retail environment a few things hold true on the chocolate shelf. Due to the small size of these companies, each tends
to have a unique brand and package. This makes for a busy
shelf as they all compete for the consumers eye. After observing retail shelves, placement and POS merchandising for this
market in multiple retail environments, the following patters
became obvious:
• Among more mainstream Fair Trade and Organic brands,
there is a uniformity of brown and black, but within this artisan market each package is unique.
• Bright color, such as red, detract, rather than attract, a consumers attention on the shelf. This is counter intuitive in an
environment filled with browns and natural tones. *
• Smaller gourmet and specialty stores will display merchandise in unconventional and surprising ways.
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*According to staff at Zingermans the red packaged brand is a slow seller, while
the tan and unassuming color stripped packages of Francios Pralus is a product
mover. They report higher sales for the Pralus bars based on the packaging alone.

Competitive Environment
The Packaging

Included here is a sample of Mindo’s direct competition in
the market. This is a fast growing market and new chocolate
makers emerge at a steady pace. That being said, the makers
featured in this study should be considered representative, and
not exclusive, of this growing market.
The bars photographed are the product used for focus groups.

PATRIC
Patric is a Bean to Bar craft chocolate maker located in Columbia, MO. This private company was established in 2006.
PRODUCTS: Single origin chocolate bars, dark and milk chocolate blends, flavored chocolate bars made from the bean
(such as the PBJ OMG), nibs and bulk chocolate for chefs and
craft brewers.
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $130,0006
CERTIFICATIONS: none/direct trade
ETHICS: Patric pays farmers fair trade or higher prices.
PACKAGE: Gloss finish cardboard envelope. Metallic ink. Cellophane/plastic inner package. Resealable with tab/slot in back.
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Competitive Environment
ASKINOSIE
A private company, Askinosie Chocolate is a small batch, bean
to bar chocolate maker in Springfield, MO.
PRODUCTS: Single origin chocolate bars (dark, dark milk, white),
single origin natural cocoa powder, roasted cocoa nibs
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $10 to $20 million and employs a staff of approximately 10 to 19.
CERTIFICATIONS: Direct Trade, USDA Organic
ETHICS: Practices direct trade, paying farmers above Fair Trade
prices for cocoa beans and giving them a stake in the outcome by profit sharing with them. Sourcing 100% of their beans
directly from the farmers.
PACKAGE: Their packaging contains no bleach, is biodegradable and compostable. Reuse strings from bags of beans. The
wax paper envelopes are recycled but not recyclable. Cellulose inner wrapper.
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Competitive Environment
ROGUE
Rogue Chocolatier Inc. is a private bean to bar chocolate
maker in Minneapolis, MN.
PRODUCTS: Single origin chocolate bars (dark, dark milk, white),
single origin natural cocoa powder, roasted cocoa nibs
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $64,000 6
CERTIFICATIONS: none, Direct Trade with farmers
ETHICS: Direct sourcing from farmers. Pays 2-4 times higher than
Fair Trade.
PACKAGING: Thick matte paper/paper board envelope. Resealable with tab closure. Inner cellulose wrapper.

AMEDEI
Premium artisan chocolate from a family owned company in
Italy.
PRODUCTS: over 20 product lines including bars, truffles, confections, pralines.
REVENUE: over $4 million 8
CERTIFICATIONS: NA
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Competitive Environment
ETHICS: Pay high price for beans and invests in the communities of their plantations.
PACKAGING: Box lined with matte textured paper and foil
stamping. Side slit opening and makes it resealable.

FRANCIOS PRALUS
A French chocolatier, Pralus has won many international
awards for his chocolate. All of his chocolate is direct origin
and direct trade. He owns a chocolate plantation in Madagascar.
PRODUCTS: Single origin chocolate bars and confections.
REVENUE: N/A
CERTIFICATIONS: none-Direct Trade
ETHICS: Fair pricing, ethical labor, community involvement
PACKAGING: Tan paper wrapper with bright colored strips indicating the type of bar. Each package has a map of the world
with a colored dot indicating the origin of the chocolate for the
bar. Inner wrapper.
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Competitive Environment
MAST BROTHERS
Started in 2006, Mast Brothers Chocolate is a New York company owned by two brothers who make bean to bar chocolate.
PRODUCTS: Single origin chocolate bars, cocoa powder, nibs.
REVENUE: N/A
CERTIFICATIONS: none- Direct Trade
ETHICS: Pay above Fair Trade price. Work with sustainable farms.
PACKAGING: Paper wrapper- known for their patterns. Paper is
made by an Italian paper maker. Inner wrapper.

TAZA
Founded in 2006, Taza Chocolate is a privately owned company based in Somerville, MA.
PRODUCTS: Producing Chocolate Mexicano Discs, Stone
Ground Chocolate Bars, and Chocolate Covered Treats.
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $1 to $2.5 million
CERTIFICATIONS: third party certified Direct Trade, Organic
ETHICS: Socially-responsible company: organic products and
gives fair compensation to farmers.
PACKAGING: waxed paper - round chocolate - no inner wrap
12

Competitive Environment
KALLARI
The Kallari Chocolate Company LLC in Bridgewater, NJ, is a
private company.
PRODUCTS: bars
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $120,000. 3
CERTIFICATIONS: Rainforest Alliance, USDA Organic, Fair Trade
ETHICS: Kallari Chocolate is grown and harvested by a cooperative of 850 indigenous Kichwa farmers in the Ecuadorian
Amazon.
PACKAGING: Box -brown, white plastic inner wrapper.

EQUAL EXCHANGE
Equal Exchange Inc. in West Bridgewater, MA, is a private company established in 1986.
PRODUCTS: Fairly traded bars and cocoa powder.
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $50 to $100 million 3
CERTIFICATIONS: USDA Organic, Fair Trade
ETHICS: sustainable and ethical worker owned co-op
PACKAGING: Paper wrapper, inner cellulose wrapper
1313

Competitive Environment
DAGOBA
Dagoba Organic Chocolate in Ashland, OR, is was incorporated in 2006 and is owned by the Hershey’s company.
PRODUCTS: organic bars and cocoa powder
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $20 to 50 million 6
CERTIFICATIONS: Organic, Fair Trade
ETHICS: renewable-energy powered facility, Fair trade
PACKAGING: Paper wrapper, inner plastic wrapper.

CHOCOLOVE
Chocolove in Boulder, CO is a private company established in
1999.
PRODUCTS: single-origin bars
REVENUE: Current estimates show this company has an annual
revenue of $5 to $10 million 6
CERTIFICATIONS: Organic
ETHICS: N/A
PACKAGING: Wrapper. Known for bright colors of different flavored bars.
14

Competitive Environment
Industry Trends

Increasingly educated consumers have begun to make purchases that factor their health, the environment and ethical
labor practices. In this buying environment dark chocolate has
done well, earning a reputation as a healthy food; it is high in
antioxidants, lowers blood pressure and LDL3 cholesterol, and
has healthy heart benefits which are attracting health-conscious consumers.1 Organic and natural products are benefiting from this health and wellness trend, particularly organic
chocolate, which has seen a growth rate of over 50%.2
Artisan chocolate makers gain gourmet positioning through
the use of ‘single-origin’ ingredients. This characteristic has
been nurtured by the premium market to bring a higher level
of sophistication to their products by highlighting the country
of origin and the flavor of the individual bean. This mind set
is similar to the sensory experiences created by fine wine and
food.
It has been noted that ethically-minded consumers are also
demanding high quality beans sourced from fair trade-certified
producers in developing countries. The higher income received through Fair Trade (or direct-trade) practices, combined
with positive health benefits and environmental protection
derived from organic farming, allows cooperatives to protect
both their future and the environment. Additionally, fair trade
practices make possible a more direct relationship between
buyer and supplier, which is important in producing high quality cocoa and chocolate with high cocoa content; another key
selling point for a chocolate’s high quality.
While it is true that some consumers are educated and informed about the benefits of Fair Trade products, it does have
it’s detractors. Fair Trade certifications are expensive to both
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Competitive Environment
farmer and chocolate maker and therefore an affordable
option for only the largest of chocolate makers. Requiring a
chocolate maker to purchase only Fair Trade certified beans
puts limits the on the type and quality of beans they have access to as only a few select farmers are Fair Trade certified. This
is a serious drawback for Artisan makers who rely on the taste,
purity and quality of a particular type of bean for the distinct
flavor in their product. For these reasons many of the artisan
makers are using the term “Direct Trade”. This term recognizes
the chocolate makers’ personal relationship with the farmer
and the ethical price that is paid for their beans. This price is
often more than the farmer would be paid by Fair Trade standards, which is currently only $1700 per ton.3
Major mainstream marketers have taken notice of the high
growth rates in the organic market as well as the increasing
demand for high quality chocolates. As a result many are now
beginning to promote and manufacture organic, fair trade
certified and gourmet chocolates in the mass-market. The market is now seeing industry giants buying smaller companies to
enter the market as Hershey’s did when it purchased Scharffen
Berger and Dagoba and the Kraft (Cadbury) acquisition of
Black & Green.4 Artisan chocolates, however, are increasingly
becoming a niche in the chocolate market, due to their exclusive offerings, handmade production process, and direct linkages with suppliers in the countries of origin.
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Competitive Environment
Competitive
Opportunities

Point of Sale
One store visited displayed their high end chocolates in baskets on the floor next to the produce. Others displayed on wire
racks or in piles on tables at end caps. While some of the chocolate makers ship their bars in a container that also serves as
a Point of Sale display, not all provide POS display methods
and thus are subject to the display and merchandising necessitated by the individual store. There is an opportunity here for
Mindo to provide POS that will support the brand and leverage
merchandising and product placement.
Handcrafted Originality
The artisan qualities of these handcrafted chocolates extends
to packaging. While the larger companies have paper wrappers or box designs that were created for mechanized production, the craft chocolates are most often packaged by hand.
This creates opportunity for the brands to create a unique user
experience through the structure of their packaging that go
beyond the graphics that adorn it.
Early Adoption
There is consistent, continued growth in this market with no sign
of a peak. This is an obvious opportunity in itself, but being an
early player in the market, Mindo is in a position to determine
and set trends in the market.
Appealing to LOHAS
Obtaining organic certification could be of benefit to increase
Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) market sales. The
market statistics indicate these consumers look for certifications and verification.
Marketing their sustainable and ethical business practices,
Mindo could build market share with LOHAS consumer.

1717
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Market Segments
The United States is seeing high demand for organic
chocolate due to increased consumer awareness about
the origins of their food as well as a desire to indulge.

Demographics

The primary market for premium dark chocolate is the
adult population. This is due to dark chocolate being
lower in sugar, with more intense flavors than standard
(milk) chocolate.
Market researcher Mintel preformed extensive research
on the category of premium chocolate that provides
some not so surprising research about the consumers of
gourmet chocolate.
Of the age segments, men and women aged 18-34 were
willing to spend the most on premium chocolate — on
average, more than $8 per pound, whereas those aged
35-54 were willing to spend just over $7 a pound. Naturally, income levels have a lot to do with the price spent
on good chocolate, too. Mintel revealed that households
earning $100,000 a year or more were willing to spend
the most of any segment on premium chocolate — on
average, $8.76 per pound. Interestingly though, those
households earning less than $25,000 a year were still
willing to spend $6.47 per pound. The average across all
incomes was $7.21. 1
Within these groups, dark chocolate consumers tend to
be urban, health-conscious, environmentally-aware and
informed customers.
Typically, these consumers seek high-quality specialty
foods, and they usually find it in gourmet food and gift
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Market Segments
shops. Certain consumers are becoming versed in cocoa
content, cocoa bean sourcing, and clean and ethical
labels. For this reason chocolate makers are labeling cocoa percentages on their bars as health- and flavor-conscious customers look to that information as a measure
of comparison and designation of high quality. Among
specialty consumers, the level of quality is even more important than the type of chocolate.

Focus Group

CONSUMER P ROFI LE
The participants for the focus group were chosen for their
similarity to the identified target consumer of premium
chocolate.
• Adults age 36-45
• Educated - College graduates with Bachelors of Science degree or higher
• P rofessional - budget (income of $100k+) for luxury or
indulgent purchases
• Urban-centric - artisan chocolate sells in the highest
quantities in urban areas
• Creative - Color and design play a large part in purchase as does initial messaging.
• Adventurous - Many are looking for a unique experience and would find boxes and gold foil unappealing
but drawn to exotic and unusual packaging
• LOH AS - (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) is a
demographic defining a particular market segment
related to sustainable living.
• Foodies - Particular about their food choices, prefer
high quality foods
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Market Segments
Observations

H EALTH AND I NDULGENCE - TH E FOCUS GROUP
The focus group results support the market research. Several patterns emerged from the focus group sessions as
direct statements of consumer preference.
• 95% of participants said they were willing to pay an
average of 50% more for an organic product.
• Having the cocoa percentage clearly marked on the
face of the package was important to all participants.
It was noted that it gave them a marker by which to
gauge the quality of the bar. It was also used as a
measure of the health benefits of the chocolate.
• All participants said they buy their chocolate at the
gourmet grocery or specialty markets. It was noted
that they may go out of their way to a chocolatier or
boutique shop to purchase for a special event or entertaining, but not for everyday consumption.
• Also all surveyed felt that the sustainable and ethical
practices of the brand was important to them and
that they would like to see these clearly listed on the
front of the label.
• It was agreed by all participants that a package that
can be resealed was a convenience that would contribute to brand loyalty. The rich, intense nature of craft
chocolate means it is eaten in small portions and the
remainder stashed and saved.
• Women wanted not only a resealable, but also portable, package that could withstand transport in a
handbag without losing its contents.
• Smaller packaged portions (bit sized servings) were
also a desirable option to both genders.
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Market Segments
PACK AGE
The competitive package examples used for the study
represented an array all types of packaging in the market. Structurally this included card stock envelopes, paper wrappers, and boxes. All packages used in the focus
group had some sort of inner liner of either cellophane,
plastic based material or a foil wrapper.
The participants were asked to give their impression of
each brand based solely on the packaging. After they
had given their feedback they were given the backstory
for each brand and allowed to sample the product.
Some of their opinions changed considerably after learning the story of behind the brand.

One key (and surprising) observation from the
group sessions was that the packaging for
Pralus was a favorite of all participants for its
simplicity, use of information (percentage of
cacao, points of origin) and natural color palette.
Participants did not care for hand-wrapped and patterned packaging. For the most part, these features were
ignored. They also did not show a preference for boxed
packaging. However, they did express a preference for
envelope-style packaging, for its ease of use and ability
to reseal.
Once inside the main package structure the participants
wanted easy access to the chocolate. Some of the cellophane packaging, though secure against outside forces,
were difficult to open without scissors or other tools which
was a turn off to users.
2121

Market Segments
RETAI L ENVI RONMENT
Artisan chocolate is an emerging market segment within
the premium chocolate industry and as such has little
brand recognition on the shelves. Informed consumers
are actively seeking out these products, but everyday
consumers are still quite naive to this market. For this
reason on-site marketing is an important tool to get the
product into the hands (and mouths) of the consumer.
The most effective method to accomplish this is on-site
sampling. Staff at Zingermans Next Door report that as
many as 4 out of 6 consumers buy the product they sample and an even higher number buy a brand based on
staff recommendations.
One important observation about the gourmet and specialty market environment is that the staff of these establishments, with the direct exception of Zingermans, had
little knowledge of Artisan chocolate or its points of differentiation from typical chocolate. They could give the
consumer only the information that they could glean
from the package at the time of inquiry.
ON TH E SH ELF
These markets are largely independent and have very
unique and individual point of sale placement for their
gourmet chocolate. Product was seen displayed in baskets on the floor, on tables by end caps, on wire rack
shelves and on wood display shelves. The POP display
also varied greatly from venue to venue but all (or nearly
all) were handcrafted, created on-site by the venue. And
while this does to some extent accentuate the handcrafted nature of the product, it allows subjective interpretation of individual product branding and positioning on
the retail shelves.
22

Market Segments
Market
Opportunities

There are some obvious opportunities that present themselves in this information.
Venue staff education - The general consumer’s information gap regarding craft chocolate presents an opportunity for chocolate makers to educate the staff at retail
outlets. A training session about the background of Mindo chocolate could have a dramatic impact on sales.
Monthly or bimonthly informational visits and updates to
outlets could keep product at the front of the minds of
resellers.
On-site marketing – Sampling and tasting are key to
sales, especially in this unique and largely unknown market. The taste experience for craft chocolate is intense
and not easily forgotten.
Critical marketing information on front of package Research participants noted several times that they want
or need to see information they deemed important on
the front of the package, such as:
•
•
•
•

chocolate percentage
cocoa origin
organic certification
ethical/trade standards

Back story – Focus groups emphasized they felt more likely to purchase a bar, even if packaging was nondescript,
if the brand had an interesting back story. Displaying the
back story on packaging could attract new customers,
as well as serve as an educational tool for resellers.
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Market Segments
Resealable packaging- All research participants said
they would like resealable packaging, because they
would not consume an entire 70g or 100g bar in one sitting. Women preferred packaging that could transport
the chocolate safely when placed in a purse or tote bag.
P OP - Providing retail venues with POP displays will keep
branding and back story consistent throughout the market. A shipper designed to serve as a POP display would
serve to establish brand consistency on retail shelves.
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Materials and Processes
The artisan qualities of handcrafted chocolates extends
to its packaging. While larger companies use paper
wrappers or boxes designed for mechanized production,
craft chocolates are usually packaged by hand. Brands
can create unique user experiences by designing packaging that goes beyond the graphics adorning their
labels.

Selection
Methodology

Consideration for materials and structure and their overall environmental effects relies on many factors. Materials
selection was largely guided by the Sustainable Packaging Coalition’s Definition of a Sustainable Package. It is
through this framework that the project’s life cycle and
key areas of concern were reviewed. Materials and processes were subject to the following guidelines:
1. I s beneficial, safe & healthy for individuals and communities throughout its life cycle;
• Does the material have a high recycled content?
• Is the material recyclable, compostable, bio-degradeable?
• Is the material or process free from harmful and
persistent chemicals?
2. Meets market criteria for performance and cost;
• Is the solution affordable? Must be within client’s
reach financially.
• Is the solution scalable to larger production numbers?
3. I s sourced, manufactured, transpor ted, and recycled
using renewable energy;
• Review energy use through all phases of lifecycle
for chosen materials.
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4. Optimizes the use of renewable or recycled source
materials;
• Is the material composed, fully or in part, of recycled material?
5. I s manufactured using clean production technologies and best practices;
• Ensure that all material production done is completed in an ethical and earth friendly manner.
• Produce no off-gassing - no or low volatile organic
compound (VOC) air emissions during production.
• Create minimal toxic or hazardous substances
throughout process (cleanup, solvents, ect)
• Actively managed waste during production
6. I s made from materials healthy in all probable end
of life scenarios;
• Does the material contain any substances that
could be harmful to humans or the planet at any
point in its lifecycle?
7. I s physically designed to optimize materials and
energy;
• Does the material contain any substances that
could be harmful to humans or the planet at any
point in its lifecycle?
8. I s effectively recovered and utilized in biological
and/or industrial closed loop cycles.
• Can the material be safely returned to the earth or
recycled to another product?
• Does the proposed closed loop use municipal systems that are easily accessible to average consumers of the product?
26

Materials and Processes
Materials and
Structure Options

STRUCTURE
Three primary packaging types are currently used in
this market. The box, which can take many forms, but is
essentially a low profile rectangle. The paper wrapper,
used with a protective inner wrapper to separate chocolate from the outside environment (flavors, temperature,
breakage). The envelope-style package, which can vary
from thin paper to heavy cardstock. The cardstock version of an envelope usually has flaps that secure in the
back with a sticker tab. The paper envelope (or waxed
paper, e.g. Askinosie) doesn’t seal, but relies on folding
the end of the envelope to close the package.
It is worth noting that all the brands tested contained
some sort of inner wrapper, except for Taza which was
simply wrapped directly in waxed paper with another
piece inside to separate the two chocolate disks.
P RODUCT AND USER NEEDS
The primary objective (product needs) when packaging
chocolate is to protect the product from the environment,
and to protect the package from oils and acids in the
chocolate. By examining the user’s needs, we understand
what else packaging must do. One of the main requests
by research participants was the ability to reseal their
chocolate bar, so that they could return to it at a later
time. Packaging should be durable to withstand transport
in bags and totes. Packages that were easy to open and
provided a way to reseal attracted the approval of research participants.
Participants also said they preferred packaging that was
made from recycled or recyclable materials. However,
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this was a lesser consideration when deciding on a purchase.

Cross Product
Inspiration

With current industry standards and the needs of both
the product and the user in mind, research was done to
review packaging solutions in other industries that might
be applied to chocolate. Applying these ideas to existing
product structures assisted exploration of potential structural solutions.
ENVELOP E STRUCTURE:
• Adaptable to a range of recycled and tree free stocks.
• A more structured package could give more stability
and cushion, reducing breakage
• An envelope style package provides a “storage” container for the chocolate
• A resealable envelope would be sturdy enough to
be kept in a handbag or lunch box and opened and
closed many times
• Can be made generically–it can be produced blank
and used for many products by changing labels or
belly bands.
• A stiff material may provide an additional level of protection from breakage
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Disadvantages:
• Could require additional paper/parts for printing (ie.
belly band)
• Requires more space in shipper package than a flat
box or flat wrapped product
• Would possibly require an inner package to protect
paper board outer package

PAP ER WRAP P ER:
• Adaptable to a range of recycled and tree free stocks
• Could possibly be designed to eliminate inner wrapper using PLA lined paper or waxed paper
• It may be possible to stitch it closed vs adhesive (see
photo) for unique style
• Printing can be done right on package
Disadvantages:
• Higher potential for breakage due to lack of structure
• Would require inner wrapper if paper is unlined
• Not easily resealable - would require additional mechanism to close
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ENVI RONMENTAL I SSUES
Paper is a key component in the package. Paper has a
host of environmental issues that include deforestation,
water use, chemicals and energy use. The best options
when choosing paper are tree free (made from plant fiber other than trees) and recycled (preferably Post Consumer Waste sourced). For this project, I looked for alternatives to paper produced from trees.

Printing also has environmental issues. Standard printing
requires chemical solvents and petroleum based inks. It
produces tons of waste and requires large amounts of
energy and water. For this project, it was paramount to
use a printing company that engages in environmentally
preferred policies and practices.
Environmental issues are a concern with cellulose bags/
wrappers as well. Detractors claim that bio-plastics use
crops that could be used for human consumption, thus
driving up the cost of food. 11 They are not recyclable with
other plastics and most can only be composted in large
municipal compost operations (not in backyard compost
bins). Some are also not bio-degradable. And of course
the production and transport of the bags uses energy
and fossil fuel.
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Materials and Processes
Materials and
Processes
Opportunities

Creativity
The unique market creates opportunity for original packaging and creative solutions. The fact that hand crafted
chocolate is hand wrapped invites exploration of materials and the ways in which they may be applied to packaging.
Room for Ex perimentation
There are opportunities here for exploration of materials
and structure not yet seen in the industry. This opens to
door for experimentation with different sustainable tools
and technologies.
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Supply Chain		
Identifying the necessary vendors and supply chain for
the design solution is a key part of the sustainable design process. The vendors chosen are done so for their
location to each other, the source of production and the
source of distribution as well as their environmental policies. This relationship is evident on the map at the end of
the section.

The goal is to create smaller and smarter
packaging that has positive end of life options
(closed loop), utilizes recycled materials and
has optimized (less) printed material in/on the
packaging.
The following is an overview of the materials required and
potential vendors for those materials and services.
Paperboard - outer package
• paper source: handmade paper
Cellulose plastic - inner package
Paper - belly band
• paper source: papermill
P rinting - belly band, POS label - ink, adhesive
Corrugated cardboard - shipping/point of sale box
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Supply Chain
PAP ER SUP P LI ERS:
Ecopapel
Ecopapel creates handmade paper from post consumer
recycled content and non-tree plant sources. They will
make any type of paper you would like with a minimum
order. They will also die cut the paper into envelopes.
www.guacamayotours.com/html/ecopapeleng.html
www.ecopapel.org/
They are located on the Rio Muchacho organic Farm in
Manabi
http://www.riomuchacho.com/

K raft paper
Printers source (shipped with other orders). Must be 100%
recycled.

P RI NTERS:
Janutol P rinting Company I nc.
High environmental standards, trustworthy and good
customer service. Top Notch printer that puts the environment first. Janutol is a Michigan Great Printer. This certification requires they meet some basic environmental
specifications.
contact:
9920 Conner Ave. Detroit MI 48213
526-6196
www.janutolprinting.com
3333

Supply Chain		
CELLULOSE P LASTI C:
NatureWork s LLC
NatureWorks uses 100 percent annually renewable field
maize to create a proprietary polylactide polymer, marketed as NatureWorks polylactide (PLA) and Ingeo fibers.
NatureWorks offers customers interested in GMO-free
feedstocks several options. They can purchase resin that
is certified as having no “genetic content,” participate
in a source off-set program for non-genetically modified
maize purchases, or purchase identity-preserved GMOfree NatureWorks PLA with specified seed-to-finished-product traceability. NatureWorks PLA is BPI certified.
Product:
Food packaging resin and fiber. Sample applications of
the resin include fruit and vegetable packaging, bottles,
deli and bakery containers, egg trays, and film wraps for
confectionery and floral items.
Contact:
Rebecca Brooks
15305 Minnetonka Boulevard
Minnetonka, MN 55345
Phone: 952-742-0581
Fax: 952-742-0477
http://www.natureworksllc.com
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Supply Chain
CELLULOSE P LASTI C CONVERTER:
Clear Lam Packaging, I nc.
Clear Lam is a leader in environmentally friendly materials and is recognized as one of the world’s largest extruders and thermoformers of plant-derived plastics such as
Ingeo™ biopolymer.
Flexible Rollstock is produced in various formats. Ingeo™
plant-based materials have been developed for verticalform-film-seal applications, lidding applications and horizontal wrapping applications.
Contact:
Roman Forowycz
Executive Vice President
1950 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
USA
(847) 439-8570
rforowycz@clearlam.com
www.clearlam.com
SH I P P I NG BOX CONVERTER:
Salazar Packaging, I nc.
Salazar has considerable experience in sustainable
packaging. They could handle all of the packaging
needs from die cutting the paperboard envelope to creating the bio-film bags to producing the ship/POS box.
They are also located in the Midwest which makes them
a regional vendor for Mindo.
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Supply Chain		
TRANSP ORTATI ON:
Ecuador
Transportation of materials in Ecuador would be done
by bus. This is the cheapest and most common mode of
delivery in the area of Mindo.
Ecuador to Dex ter
This is currently done by air as it is the most cost effective
and reliable method of transport at this time. Paper shipments can be piggybacked on product (cocao) shipment. Mindo can purchase offset credits to reduce the
impact of the air travel from Terrapass.
Regional
UPS - they have great green initiatives and do what we
need done, where we need it.

Supply Chain
Opportunities

Reduced Shipping Ex pense
Choosing vendors on a regional basis means required
shipping distances are reduced or eliminated.
Renewable Materials
Through smart material and vendor choices it is possible
to make this package with entirely renewable materials.
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Supply Chain
Vendors for this project were chosen, in part for their location to each other
and the factory.
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Solutions
One potential solution to the Mindo package would be a “pillow” box style envelope made from tree free and recycled paper content. These papers could be supplied by EcoPapel in
Ecuador, which can perform die cutting. The die-cut envelopes
would then be shipped piggybacked with cacao to Michigan,
where they could be assembled in Mindo’s Dexter facility when
needed.
The belly band for this design would be printed locally in Michigan by Janutol printing in Detroit. The paper would be 100%
recycled, unbleached Kraft paper and printed in one color ink,
with the logo die cut to reveal the handmade paper stock of
the envelope beneath. These would be shipped to Mindo by
truck and would be assembled at the time of use.
A custom POS shipper constructed of recycled mini-corrugated
cardboard for 12 bars would feature a removable top for displaying the bars at point of sale. The box would be branded
on the front with a 100% recycled, unbleached Kraft paper
label. This will allow Mindo to control their branding in the various retail environments. These can be printed at the same as
the belly bands, reducing printing costs.
A custom-made cellulose wrapper on the chocolate would
protect the outer packaging from oil stains.
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Solutions
handmade paper is recycled and uses banana leaf stock. This tree free stock
is recyclable as well as compostable.
patterns are representative of Ecuadorian culture
cocoa percentage clearly indicated
origin of cocoa is important to consumers

Ecuador

Single Origin Caca o

Ar tisan Chocola te Bar

logo is die cut
allowing banana
paper to show
through

1 color printing
conserves energy
and resources

Ecuador

Single Origin Caca o

100% recycled, unbleached Kraft
paper is renewable
patterns and colors will change for
each product
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Ar tisan Chocola te Bar

handmade
in Dexter, MI

Solutions
envelope design is resealable, sturdy and
serves as storage for uneaten chocolate

“pillow” design offers some
measure of protection from
chocolate breakage during normal handling.

We are dedicat ed to
making the highest quality
chocolat e witht he finest
ingredients. We use sp ray
free or organi c ingredients,
we pay fair prices dir ectly
to farmer s with good
working conditions , we
promote sust ainable
practices and we educa te
people about chocolat e.

Ingr edients: Coca beans,
certified organic evaporated
can juice, coca but ter

3621173463000

Dir ect Trade we know our farmers and pa y them fairly

The back of the package belly band offers more opportunity
for Mindo to connect with the consumer about their mission
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Solutions

Dext er
This is
additional
information
about the br and
and it ’s back story
and is something
people will r ead while th ey
enjoy the chocolat e, much
like they read the back of the
cereal box so this is a good
area to discuss sust ainability
issues, educa te about ar tisan
chocolat e making , ect.

Our St or y:
This is the st ory of Barba ra and
her brownies and J oe and his
auto shop. This is about El
Quetzel and the farmers
and the Nacional bean .
This is about ethical labo r,
fair wages and ideals. This
is about the quest to make
outstanding chocolat e. This is
the story of Barba ra and her
brownies and J oe and his au to
shop. This is about El Quetzel and
the farmers and the Nacional
bean. This is about ethical
labor, fair wages and
ideals. This is about the
Mindo
quest to make
outstanding
chocolat e. This is the
story of Barbar a and
her brownies and J oe
and his au to shop. This is
about El Quetzel and the
farmers and the Nacional

We can also use this panel for information. This is additional
information about the br and and it ’s back story and is something
people will r ead while th ey enjoy the chocolat e, much like they
read the back of the cer eal box so this is a good ar ea to discuss
sustainability issues , educa te about ar tisan chocolat e making , ect.
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The inside of the belly band
tells backstory of the brand
and information about the
product. This would engage
the consumer in the story
and origin of their chocolate.

Information about individual farmers could go
here. This would give the
consumer insight into the
origins of their chocolate
and also make a personal
connection to the brand.

Solutions
custom made mini corrugated cardboard shipper boxes
are recycled and recyclable.
These will be used to ship the
product and then can be
broken at the diagonal perforation and used as on shelf
display.

Single Origin Cacao

handmade
in Dexter, MI

Ecuador

Artisan Chocolate Bar

Ecuador
Single Origin Cacao

Kraft paper labels idenify
product during shipping
and in store and keep
POS on brand.
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after transport the perforated box
will display 12 bars in the retail
environment

Next Steps
To implement this project the following steps should be
taken:
1. Contact proposed vendors for pricing and verify all
environmental and production claims.
• Verify EcoPapel can die cut envelopes to specification
2. Get samples from vendors and create prototype for
testing.
3. Create production ar t for each product:
• Final art for belly bands on each product
• Final art for POS shipper labels for each product
4. A die for each envelope size (small bar, large bar)
• Dies for POS shippers for small and large bars
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Thank you
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